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Haptics




“Haptic, as an adjective, means relating to the tactile sense, the sense of touch, from the Greek, haptesthai, to touch. Webopedia [1] defines haptics as the “science of applying tactile sensation to human interaction with computers.” A haptic device is one that involves physical contact between the computer and the user. This can be done through an input/output device that senses the body’s movements, such as a joystick or data glove. By using haptic devices, the user can not only feed information to the computer but can receive information from the computer in the form of a felt sensation on some part of the body. This is referred to as a haptic interface. Force feedback is the area of haptics that deals with devices that interact with the muscles and tendons that give the human a sensation of a force being applied—hardware and software that simulates humans’ sense of touch and feel through tactile vibrations or force feedback. These devices mainly consist of robotic manipulators that push back against a user with the forces that correspond to the environment that the virtual effector is in. Tactile feedback makes use of devices that interact with the nerve endings in the skin to indicate heat, pressure, and texture. These devices typically have been used to indicate whether or not the user is in contact with a virtual object. Other tactile feedback devices have been used to simulate the texture of a virtual object. In applied arts and design, a research fellow states, “for applied artists and designers, spatial thinking and the sense of touch is integral to the process of creativity.” – Pat Martinsen
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general


	 http://www.cc.gatech.edu/classes/AY2002/cs4470_fall/haptics.pdf


	 Design of Haptic Interfaces

	 survey, with review of common actuator and sensor technologies


	 http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~maclean/publics/uist01-hapticsSurv.pdf





	 haptics community: http://haptic.mech.nwu.edu


	 Haptics symposia http://www.vr2002.org


	 Journal http://www.haptics-e.org


	 Physical interfaces course http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~cs532/


	 Eurohaptics http://www.eurohaptics.org


	 HAPTIC RENDERING: BEYOND VISUAL COMPUTING, Special Issue of IEEE CG&A, March/April 2004

	 See http://www.computer.org/cga/CFPMar04.htm





	 Paper “Easy Tactile Feedback at Bargain Basement Prices”

	 http://www.acm.org/sigchi/chi97/proceedings/short-talk/nf.htm


	 Uses simple relay gated by logic written directly to a parallel port.





	 Lots of other search results on “Tactile Feedback”
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tactile displays




“Tactile sensing is created by skin excitation that is usually produced by devices also called “tactile displays”, [Howe, 1999]. These skin excitations generate the sensation of contact. Tactile feedback is easier to produce than force feedback with present actuator technology, and the interface tends to be light and portable [Burdea, 1996]. Force sensitive resistors, miniature pressure transducers, ultrasonic force sensors, piezolectric sensors, vibrotactile arrays, thermal displays and electro-rheological devices are some of the innovative technologies that have been used to generate the feeling of touch.” (src: http://216.239.59.104/search?q=cache:zdL57CzYGJ8J:cronos.rutgers.edu/~mavro/papers/Ch10-2-haptic.PDF+%22thermal+displays%22&hl=en&ie=UTF-8)




“Tactile display devices stimulate the skin to generate these sensations of contact. The term “tactile display” is sometimes used to describe any apparatus that provides haptic feedback, but it's useful to distinguish between systems for vector force feedback and devices that convey distributed sensations. The skin responds to several distributed physical quantities; the most important are perhaps high-frequency vibrations, small-scale shape or pressure distribution, and thermal properties.


	 Vibrations can relay information about phenomena like surface texture, slip, impact, and puncture. In many situations, vibrations are experienced as diffuse and unlocalized, so a single vibrator for each finger or region of skin may be adequate. The frequency range of interest is a roughly a few Hertz to a few hundred Hertz, and effective single-channel devices are relatively easy to build.


	 Small-scale shape or pressure distribution information is much more difficult to convey. The most common design approach is an array of closely-spaced pins that can be individually raised and lowered against the finger tip to approximate the desired shape. To match human finger movement speeds, bandwidths from DC to several dozen Hertz may be required, and to match human perceptual resolution, pin spacings of less than a few millimeters are appropriate. In addition, the display often must be small and light enough to mount on a force- reflecting interface. To convey a range of spatial scales across a finger tip may thus require dozens of fast actuators in a few cubic centimeters, a serious design challenge.


	 Thermal display is a relatively new area of research. Because human fingers are often warmer than the “room temperature” objects in the environment, thermal perceptions are based on a combination of thermal conductivity, thermal capacity, and temperature. This allows us to infer material composition as well as temperature difference. A few thermal display devices have been reported, usually based on Peltier thermoelectric coolers.






Many other tactile display modalities have been demonstrated, including electrorheological devices for conveying compliance, electrocutaneous stimulators, ultrasonic friction displays, and rotating disks for creating slip sensations. ”




Robert Howe, Harvard University (from: http://haptic.mech.nwu.edu/TactileDisplay.html)


	 Tangental and normal skin displacement in electrocutaneous and mechanical displays: http://web.mit.edu/jbiggs/www/publications_files/normtan/normtan.pdf


	 Temperature perception and Thermal displays: http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~cs554/physUI/resources/references/jones02.pdf


	 Wearable tactile displays: http://www.wearablegroup.org/publications/tactile-display.pdf
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haptic devices


	 extensive links page: http://www.isdale.com/jerry/VR/haptic_links.html


	 http://www.cs.uta.fi/~grse/GRSE_HomePage6.htm#_Tactile_output_techniques






in parts see: Actuator Technology
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Karon E. Maclean


	 overview of publications http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~maclean/publics/


	 general overview of the importance of haptic feedback in the design of interactive systems http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~maclean/publics/icra00-DesignWithHaptic-reprint.PDF


	 architecture for haptic control of media http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~maclean/publics/imece99-mediaArch.pdf


	 university of washington BioRobotics? lab http://brl.ee.washington.edu/index.html






Grigori E Evreinov (multi-modal interaction research group at the university of Tampere)


	 http://www.cs.uta.fi/~grse
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